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Kitchen

Rangetop features versatile burners
The SIGNATURE KITCHEN SUITE 36-inch Pro 
Rangetop is ideal for those who love cooking with fire. 
Two Ultra-High Burners along the front deliver 23K BTUs 
of all the heat needed for the perfect sear. Simply flip the 
burner grate to enjoy a cleverly designed cradle to safely 
hold round bottom woks for quick stir-frying. Two Ultra-
Low Burners along the back are designed to simmer down 
to temperatures as low as 100° F for delicate sauces and 
sugary confections. Each burner has a dedicated Smart 
Knob with large, illuminated numbers for easier reading.
signaturekitchensuite.com

Steam-combi oven offers functionality
FOTILE makes cooking convenient, quick and fun with its 
4-in-1 multifunctional, countertop ChefCubii Steam-Combi 
Oven. The appliance’s four functions include Steam Mode, 
three steam modes to create moisture in the oven and 
preserve nutrients inside food; Steam-Bake Mode, a wide-
range temperature control that offers precise amount 
of heat for diverse types of cooking; Air Fryer Mode, 
high-speed heat circulation that extracts excess greases 
and evenly cooks and crisps food; and Dehydrator Mode, 
low-temperature drying that creates versatile tastes.
us.fotileglobal.com

Hardware series bring style to interior design
TOP KNOBS adds the Clarence and Cumberland series to its Regent’s Park collection of 
knobs, pulls and appliance pulls. Distinguished by layers of character that begin at the base 
of each knob and pull and travel through the body of each piece, the Clarence series beauti-
fully adapts to any genre of interior design with its transitional aesthetic. The pulls that make 
up the Cumberland series take a more avant-garde approach with a highly defined handgrip 
that is the epitome of industrial chic. All Top Knobs collections come with a lifetime warranty.
topknobs.com

Electric, gas ranges 
come equipped with 
air fry, basket
MAYTAG electric and gas ranges 
with Air Fry and Basket cook the 
foods homeowners want when 
they want them. Using the oven air 
fry basket included makes crispy 
favorites and convection to make 
delicious baked goods and broil for 
vegetables and meats. Users just 
toss their favorite foods into the 
13- by 18-inch stainless steel bas-
ket included in the range for crisp 
results and toss the basket into 
the dishwasher for easy cleanup. 
The Maytag Electric Range with 
Steam Clean cleans the oven using 
lower temperatures than regular 
self-cleaning ovens.
maytag.com

Dual-function faucet transforms 
water flow
HAMATUSA introduces the KANTA Dual Function Kitchen 
Faucet, whose signature sweeping shape was created by 
Ronen Joseph Design Studio. The unique one-hand operation of 
KANTA has an extendable reach that makes it a natural choice 
for today’s modern chef kitchens. Crafted from solid brass, the 
faucet has a push-button activation, integral rotating dial for 
temperature control and a dual spray that allows for seamless 
switching between spray and regular water flow. The supply 
hoses are also wrapped in an insulated and decorative sleeve.
hamatusa.com
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